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About This Game
Mactabilis is a modern shooter with rpg elements. Customize your ship, select from a large array of weapons or even create your
own with the powerful in-game editor! Blast your way through vibrant, multi-level, adrenaline filled missions in search of loot
and power.

Unique multi layer feature adds depth to levels.
Earn cash, find upgrades, buy or create new weapons
Replay the game for more loot and greater challenges
Many game modes, achievements and unlockables
Two player co-op and deathmatch, including local and online.
Accessible gameplay. This isn't a bullet hell.
Multi layered levels
The immediate thing that sets Mactabilis apart from other games of this type is the multi layered levels. At any time you can
switch between the background and foreground of a level. Perhaps you're trying to obtain a bigger combo or maybe you're
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trying to evade deadly enemies?
Cash, upgrades and custom weapons
Kill enemies and obtain bigger combos to get even more cash out of them. Use your cash to buy from a wide array of weapons
or even create your own! The game features a powerful weapon editor that lets you make the gun of your dreams. You're going
to have to destroy a lot of ships to buy all of them.
Replayability
The game never ends. Once you've completed it, you can keep your weapons, cash and ship upgrades. You'll be sent back to the
first mission, but enemies will become tougher. Thankfully, the rewards are also increased!
Play with friends
Play any game mode, in any difficulty, any way you want, with a friend. You can conquer the missions with a wingman both
locally or on the internet!
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Title: Mactabilis
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Blazing Bit Games
Publisher:
Blazing Bit Games
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2011
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If you've played Overlord this game is for you and very much worth it and the ability to customise your necromancer (to a
certain degree) makes it all the more fun but overall if you want a game to pass some time I would easily recommend this game..
HE IS OP BUY HIM. I like what they've tried to do and how they've tried to do it, and wish more developers would start with
the story and let that inform everything else. It is well written and well told.
However, in good conscience, I can't recommend this game because the puzzles, a fundemental part of what this game is trying
to do, don't work. Some are obtuse; some are illogical; one is actually broken. The playtesting either wasn't done properly or the
developers didn't fix the issues raised. You can technically complete the game without attempting the puzzles, but that's like
listening to a radio on mute.
If the developers can improve in that area, everything else was of a high quality, and I have high hopes for their future output.. I
honestly couldn't play this game. Since it came out a long time ago, it runs better on a single core system. So I tried to disable
multi core operations for it to see if it'd run better. But unfortunately it still ran at roughly one frame per second. I'd love to play
the game and enjoy it, but I simply can't.. It is, probably, the lowest scored game I have ever played. No brain killings, dozen of
bugs, poor AI, poor weapons, bad voice acting\u2026 and A LOT of things "stolen" from Gears of War.
After reading multiple reviews I had thought this is the waste of my money but since there was not so many co-op games I
decided to get it.
After few playthroughs I can sadly say that all prejudices were true: few clip offs the map, AI is "stupid like Nazis in WW2
movies", and voices\u2026 just horrible. All seems like uglier brother of GoW.
BUT there is something in this game which gets you in. Something which makes you play it over again. Ugly duckling for sure
but with good partner and some patience it may become a swan.
Steampunk setting gets into you somehow. Wild west style of cogs, blimps and\u2026 steam bikes makes experience unique. If
you add to shootings some acrobatics in Lara Croft style, you have mix which is not as bad as some write about.
I can forgive this game all the bad because I can have GoW + Tomb Raider + Steampunk.

And I will repeat myself again: steam bikes are just cool.. Good Old Game! Must play for old RTS fans
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A decent DLC to be completely honest!!. It's not even close to FTL or X-COM, they wanted to be, but failed.
Nevertheless you could try. 30min is enough to evaluate and claim refund.. It's short. Very short. Like "do a lets play and not
even get one episode" short. It feels like the developer said, "We got access to a headset, a motion capture suit, and a ballerina,
what can we do with that?" That being said, what's there isn't bad. It's not great either.
They tried to make it like you're on a stage as the performance goes on, but the stage itself is somewhat ugly and clashes with
the rest of the look. The environment doesn't do the characters justice. The interaction, meaning the 4-5 times you actually do
something, feels very tacked on and imprecise, and when you actually do something, it's always binary. Your interaction is as
simple in nature as point and click. It builds to a moment when the dancer is dancing circles around you and it feels almost
playful and captivating and you're getting drawn in and you're smiling and feeling sort of off balance by it all... then it ends.
Honestly, if they had kept it up for a few more scenes it would be great.
Unless you're desperate for content I'd recommend you pass.. I was screwing around on the store until I came upon this gem it
was not out yet but boi am I happy the wait is over. This game is something that kinda gives you that binding of Isaac feeling to
it how it is creepy and disturbing in some ways but unlike the binding of Isaac you can't just start and expect it to be simple and
easy to beat for this games boss's you must plan to beat them and that is something you don't see in alot of games. in this game
the bosses are not just the same with some other skin and other attacks added to it each boss has its own pattern and if you don't
learn that pattern,have a fun time beating this game. Anyway I think this game was worth the wait and my money I rate it a
9\\10. This has got to be the worst simulation game ever made , The controlls are horrible , The commands are very confusing
and complex , i mean everything about this game is horrible , who ever designed this game ' is obvious they didn't put much
effort to make it a real experience , instead a half broken experience. I'm Glad i only paid 5$ for this garbage , in all honesty ' is
not even worth 5$ , Nothing about this Game Feels Simulation... Stay Away from This one " EURO TRUCK" is way better ..
Colorful fast-paced unforgiving action with some pretty good electronic music. Cool stuff, give it a try.. Zombie exodus is a
really great choice of games title, an excellent text adventure and rpg, and very well written and designed. In it you build your
character with quite a few variables that relate tto your starting inventory and stats. I have not run through the story more than
once but diving in i could see theres a few paths you could take for different character/other playthrough. I reccomend. A
thoughtful adventure game with more consequences than most RPG's. These games are tons of fun and suck you right in.
Letting your choices and actions truely dictate your path.
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